
THE LIFE OF ETHAN FROME AN EDITH WHARTON NOVEL

Ethan Frome is a book by American author Edith Wharton. It is set in the fictitious town of . Five people total were
involved in the real-life accident, four girls and one boy. They crashed into a lamppost while sledding down Courthouse
Hill.

Ethan Frome is a good read. She was dressed in a slatternly dress and moved about the kitchen without a word
of welcome. One girl was killed. All of which serve a definite style and structure purpose. Jan 28, Ken Oder
rated it really liked it This novella and collection of short stories was my first foray into the world of Edith
Wharton. Frome settles into his study and tosses a pillow embroidered by his wife into the floor. Mattie reads
and she reminds on a daily basis, just by her presence, the part of himself that vanished like smoke years ago
when he made the decision to stay in Starkfield and take care of his momma. Although their conversations
cover a variety of subjects, they once again avoid discussing their relationship. They provide The Narrator
with bits and pieces of information about Ethan, which make him even more intrigued with the story of
Ethan's life. During this time, a snowstorm hits and covers the world. He feels that he cannot abandon Zeena
because he knows that she would neither be able to run the farm nor sell it the poor quality of the place has
been discussed at several points in the story already. Frome wakes to the sound of a small animal in pain and
then checks on Mattie. She was the voice the narrator had heard complaining because Zeena had fallen asleep
and let the fire go out so the room was cold. In a highly romantic escapade, the two are hurt in a terrible
accident and spend the rest of their lives in a kind of purgatory. Ethan, miserable at the thought of losing
Mattie and worried sick about her fate, considers running away with Mattie, but he lacks the money to do so.
When it seems that he may escape his sufferings with the temptress, Mattie Silver, he is humbled back down
to his lowly position. He wonders to himself if words like that would be written about him and his wife. She
tells him that a young engaged couple almost hit the big elm at the base of the hill when they were sledding,
and they were almost killed. The following day, Ethan rushes through his work, then home to glue the red dish
together before Zeena returns home. It is among the few works by Wharton with a rural setting. But their
interest goes beyond small-town gossip: they think and speak like him. After the dance, he watches Mattie
leave. Mattie is living with the Fromes and helping as their housekeeper. This novella is different from the
kind of books Wharton usually wrote involving the upper classes from which she came. At the age of
twenty-three, she married Edward Wharton who was twelve years older and shared her love of travel. Your
time is important.


